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Nubeva Introduces TLS 1.3 Decryption Solution for Public Cloud Visibility
Breakthrough Innovation Unlocks Data-in-Motion in Public Cloud Environments
TheNewswire
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SAN JOSE, Calif., - TheNewswire - June 19, 2019 - Nubeva Technologies Ltd. (TSX-V: NBVA), a cloud visibility
SaaS software developer for enterprises, today announced the industry's ﬁrst cloud-native, universal TLS
decryption solution for real-time, historical or on-demand decryption. The breakthrough technology, Nubeva
Prisms TLS Decrypt, handles all TLS encryption ciphers including TLS 1.3 with Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS) and
Elliptic-curve Diﬃe-Hellman (ECDH) support. Nubeva Prisms TLS Decrypt gives security, DevOps and IT teams a
complete and secure solution for advanced inspection, monitoring and compliance for their public cloud
accounts.
Previously, TLS decryption of cloud traﬃc was attainable only through complex and costly man-in-the-middle
architectures. Nubeva's solution is a low-cost, easy to deploy and manage, out-of-band decryption service that
uses minimal compute resources, enables parallel decryption and oﬀers high-speed performance.
"More than 70% of network traﬃc is encrypted, so we created a solution that decrypts cloud traﬃc and enables
security teams to more precisely monitor network performance and detect threats," said Randy Chou, CEO of
Nubeva. "Our TLS decryption solution uses artiﬁcial intelligence-based rules to provide an enterprise-class
service for cloud security. It's 100 percent distributed and scales with no impact to existing cloud architecture."
How It Works
Nubeva Prisms TLS Decrypt eliminates any tradeoﬀ between visibility and security that enterprise IT teams face
when attempting to inspect encrypted cloud traﬃc.
Nubeva's breakthrough is its unique and patent-pending method for encryption key detection, extraction from
either end of the TLS handshake. In the cloud, workloads are at times both TLS clients and TLS servers and this
method recognizes the distributed and decentralized nature of the cloud to deliver decrypted visibility
regardless of where the encrypted communications start. Extracted keys are securely stored and made
available for secure real-time or any-time decryption on tool workloads in the cloud. This method preserves
original, end-to-end encryption while preserving original encryption headers - important for some monitoring
and inspection tools - and also delivering complete decrypted packet streams to cloud-based security,
monitoring and compliance tools.
- A Nubeva Prisms TLS Key Discovery agent is a container that rests on any cloud workload including
containers and VMs, where it detects and extracts symmetric keys during the TLS handshake with minimal
impact on CPU and memory. This method uses AI-based rules to identify keys from both TLS clients and TLS
servers without requiring library and CA conﬁguration settings or workload restarts.
- Detected keys are securely sent to a cloud-based key database in the user's cloud account where they are
encrypted and stored. The key database retains keys for security and monitoring tools and enables them to
perform parallel, decentralized and scalable decryption when and where needed; whether on-demand or in
real-time.
- Decryption of replicated traﬃc happens on the tool workload using a containerized Nubeva Receiver agent,
which synchronizes incoming encrypted packet traﬃc with extracted keys and handles the decryption at
high-speed. The decryptor supports the the newest ciphers including AES-GCM and ChaCha20 (AEAD).
Nubeva launched its cloud technology solution, Nubeva Prisms, in 2018. Nubeva's TLS decryption service

enables security, DevOps and IT teams to maximize their cloud security, application troubleshooting and
network monitoring tools so they can obtain the insights needed to detect and respond to potential security
threats. Users can start and stop the decryption service, rehydrate or restock running VMs, and use Prisms for
key extraction and decryption as a service all using cloud infrastructure.
The solution is now available for public preview and works in AWS, Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud Platform
running either Linux or Windows. To learn more about Nubeva Prisms TLS Decryption,
visit www.nubeva.com/decryption or contact Nubeva at info@nubeva.com.
About Nubeva Technologies Ltd.
Nubeva Technologies Ltd. develops Software-as-a-Service ("SaaS") solutions that enable enterprises to obtain
total visibility of public cloud environments. Our industry-changing Nubeva Prisms Decrypt solution provides
universal TLS decryption and works in any cloud platform. Nubeva Prisms also provides cloud packet brokering
capabilities essential to orchestrating packet delivery to tools and teams. These services unlock cloud traﬃc for
best-of-breed security. The scalability and ease-of-use of Nubeva Prisms enables any organization to adopt
aggressive encryption in the cloud needed for network monitoring and security tools. Visit nubeva.com for more
information.
Forward Looking Statements
This news release contains "forward-looking information" within the meaning of applicable securities laws
relating to the Company's business plans and the outlook of the cybersecurity industry. Although the Company
believes in light of the experience of its oﬃcers and directors, current conditions and expected future
developments and other factors that have been considered appropriate that the expectations reﬂected in this
forward-looking information are reasonable, undue reliance should not be placed on them because the
Company can give no assurance that they will prove to be correct. Actual results and developments may diﬀer
materially from those contemplated by these statements. The statements in this press release are made as of
the date of this release and the Company assumes no responsibility to update them or revise them to reﬂect
new events or circumstances other than as required by applicable securities laws. The Company undertakes no
obligation to comment on analyses, expectations or statements made by third-parties in respect of the
Company, its subsidiaries, their securities, or their respective ﬁnancial or operating results (as applicable).
Neither the TSX Venture Exchange nor its Regulation Services Provider (as that term is deﬁned in the policies of
the TSX Venture Exchange) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release.
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